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ABSTRACT
Populating large-scale structured databases from unstructured sources is a critical and challenging task in data analytics. As automated feature engineering methods grow increasingly prevalent,
constructing sufficiently large labeled training sets has become the
primary hurdle in building machine learning information extraction
systems. In light of this, we have taken a new approach called data
programming [7]. Rather than hand-labeling data, in the data programming paradigm, users generate large amounts of noisy training
labels by programmatically encoding domain heuristics as simple
rules. Using this approach over more traditional distant supervision
methods and fully supervised approaches using labeled data, we
have been able to construct knowledge base systems more rapidly
and with higher quality. Since the ability to quickly prototype, evaluate, and debug these rules is a key component of this paradigm, we
introduce DDLite, an interactive development framework for data
programming. This paper reports feedback collected from DDLite
users across a diverse set of entity extraction tasks. We share observations from several DDLite hackathons in which 10 biomedical
researchers prototyped information extraction pipelines for chemicals, diseases, and anatomical named entities. Initial results were
promising, with the disease tagging team obtaining an F1 score
within 10 points of the state-of-the-art in only a single day-long
hackathon’s work. Our key insights concern the challenges of writing diverse rule sets for generating labels, and exploring training
data. These findings motivate several areas of active data programming research.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge base construction (KBC) is the task of extracting
structured facts in the form of entities and relations from unstructured input data such as text documents, and has received critical
attention from both academia and industry over the last several
years. DeepDive, our framework for large-scale KBC, is used in
a wide range of fields including law enforcement, pharmaceutical
and clinical genomics, and paleobiology1 . Our experience shows
1
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that leveraging user domain knowledge is critical for building highquality information extraction systems. However, encoding domain
knowledge in manual features and hand-tuned algorithms resulted
in lengthy development cycles. To enable faster development of
these machine learning-based systems, we explored automated feature extraction libraries [2, 13] and accelerated inference methods [14, 9]. After implementing these improvements, we found
that constructing large, labeled training data sets had become the
primary development bottleneck.
We introduced the data programming method [7] as a framework
to address this challenge. Data programming is a new paradigm—
extending the idea of distant supervision—in which developers focus on programmatically creating labeled data sets to build machine
learning systems. Domain knowledge is encoded in a set of heuristic labeling rules, referred to as labeling functions. Each labeling
function emits labels for a subset of the input data. Collectively,
the labeling functions generate a large, noisy, and potentially conflicting set of labels for the training data. Our data programming
research investigates how best to model and denoise the evidence
provided by labeling functions. Key points are summarized in Section A.
The primary contribution of this paper is DDLite, a novel system for creating information extraction applications using data programming. DDLite provides a lightweight platform for rapidly creating, evaluating, and debugging labeling functions. Users interact
with DDLite through Jupyter Notebooks,2 and all parts of the information extraction pipeline are designed to minimize ramp up
time. DDLite has simple Python syntax, does not require complex setup with databases as DeepDive does, easily connects to
domain-specific libraries, and has self-contained tooling for core
pipeline tasks including data preprocessing, candidate and feature
extraction, labeling function evaluation, and statistical learning and
inference.
DDLite has users focus primarily on this iterative development
of labeling functions, rather than on the traditional machine learning development task of feature engineering. Recently, automated
feature generation methods have attained empirical successes and
become prevalent in machine learning systems. These approaches
generally require large training sets—such as those created by the
data programming approach. We are motivated by the idea that
labeling function development may be a far more efficient and intuitive task for non-expert users. We have seen many users struggle
with feature engineering, as the optimality of a feature is a function
of the statistics of the training set and model. On the other hand,
a labeling function has a simple and intuitive optimality criterion:
that it labels subsets of the data correctly. Initial results suggest that
writing and evaluating labeling functions in DDLite is indeed a far
2
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Figure 1: DDLite users rapidly prototype information extraction systems using the data programming method. The workflow is
focused on labeling function iteration, in which the user creates, revises, and debugs rules in response to feedback from DDLite. The
entire pipeline covers data preprocessing, candidate extraction, labeling function iteration, and learning and evaluation.
easier and faster process for users.
Data programming and DDLite address a core challenge in creating machine learning systems: obtaining large collections of labeled data is difficult for most real-world domains. Crowdsourcing
is a popular, general method for collecting large volumes of training
data with reasonable quality at relatively low cost. However, many
tasks involving technical data require domain expertise, and thus,
cannot be crowdsourced. Professional readers and domain experts
often collect, or curate labeled data to build scientific knowledge
bases, such as PharmGKB [12], MeSH [8], PubTator[11], and PaleoBioDB [1]. This approach yields highly accurate data, but suffers from scalability and cost constraints. Users of DDLite and the
data programming method devote effort to writing labeling functions that can generate new labels from more data, rather than labeling subsets of data directly for training purposes. DDLite builds
on the guided data exploration techniques of machine teaching systems [10] by enabling users to directly encode domain expertise
as labeling functions rather than labeled examples and engineered
features. The data programming approach also allows for instantaneous performance feedback as users rapidly iterate on labeling functions, whereas more feature engineering-based approaches
cannot evaluate performance without training a model.
We built DDLite to address new challenges arising from incorporating human supervision in a different part of the development
loop. Some challenges were easy to anticipate and we engineered
DDLite features to address them before shipping it out to users.
For instance, characterization of the labeling functions, such as accuracy and coverage, as well as easy data exploration methods are
vital for users to understand when to debug, revise, or add new
rules. However, it is not readily clear which other performance representations or exploration methods would help users make more
concrete and informed decisions. DDLite is a rapidly evolving system, and we rely heavily on direct user feedback to address these
challenges and motivate development.
In the following sections, we describe data programming with
DDLite for rapid information extraction. We report our experience

and observations from a biomedical hackathon using DDLite to try
to achieve benchmark performance. We then conclude by raising
a few technical questions we believe are important for accelerating human-in-the-loop machine learning system development under our proposed data programming paradigm.

2.

DDLITE WORKFLOW AND
HACKATHON CASE STUDY

Using DeepDive, teams of developers have built large-scale,
competition-winning KBC applications, usually spending months
building and tuning these systems [3, 5, 6]. We now describe
the lighter-weight process of using data programming and DDLite.
Given a set of input documents, our goal is to produce a set of extracted entity or relation mentions. We do this by first heuristically
extracting a set of candidate mentions, then learning a model using the training data to predict which of these candidates are actual
mentions of the desired entity or relation type. The user follows
four core steps in this process as shown in Figure 1:
1. Data Preprocessing: Given a set of input text documents, basic
preprocessing of the raw text is performed, which may include
using domain-specific tokenizers or parsers.
2. Candidate Extraction: The user defines the set of candidate
mentions to consider during training by matching the parsed text
to dictionaries and regular expression patterns. DDLite provides
a library of general candidate extraction operators.
3. Labeling Function Development: Following the paradigm of
data programming, the user develops a set of labeling functions by iterating between exploring data (and optionally handlabeling small subsets for error analysis) and analyzing labeling
function performance.
4. Learning and Evaluation: In the DDLite setup, features are
automatically generated for the candidates, and then the model
is trained using the labeling functions developed so far. The user
then analyzes system performance as measured on a separate
labeled holdout set.

Our goal in this paper is to evaluate the effectiveness of this new
process, specifically whether it constitutes a more efficient interaction model for users. To this end, we organized a hackathon
for creating biomedical entity tagging systems for academic text,
using open abstracts and full text documents from PubMed Central (PMC). The hackathon consisted of 10 participants working
in bioinformatics labs at Stanford. Several teams worked on three
separate tagging systems, which were designed to identify all entity
mentions of chemical/drug names, diseases, and human anatomical
locations (such as muscle groups or internal organs).
We now describe the DDLite workflow in more detail, in the
context of the bioinformatics hackathon:

Data Preprocessing. The first step is to preprocess the raw
text, parsing it into sentences and words, and adding standard annotations such as lemmatized word forms, part-of-speech tags, and
dependency path structure which provide useful signal for downstream labeling and learning tasks. Experience has shown us that
providing an easily customizable preprocessing pipeline is important, especially when working in technical domains where standard tools often fail. In DDLite, we strike a balance by utilizing
a lightweight parallelization framework which has CoreNLP3 as a
simple “push-button” default, but which also allows users to swap
in custom tokenizers, taggers, and parsers.
E XAMPLE 1. Some teams in our hackathon—such as the disease extraction team—used the standard tools without issue. However, many had domain-specific issues with various parts of the
pipeline. This was most striking in the chemical name task, where
complicated surface forms (e.g., “9-acetyl-1,3,7-trimethyl- pyrimidinedione") caused tokenization errors which had significant effects on system recall. This was corrected by utilizing a domainspecific tokenizer.

Candidate Extraction. The next stage of the DDLite workflow is the extraction of candidate mentions of entities or relations,
which our learned model will then classify as true or false. When
there is not a clearly defined, closed candidate set (such as the set
of human genes), feedback showed that candidate extraction can be
a difficult stage for users. The core goal is to strike a balance between being too precise—since end-system recall is trivially upperbounded by the recall at the candidate extraction stage—and being too broad—since this can lead to combinatorial blow-up in the
number of candidates considered.
Based on user feedback, our solution in DDLite is to provide a
simple set of compositional dictionary and pattern matching-based
operators, thus guiding users to construct simple yet expressive
candidate extractors that easily integrate domain-specific resources.
For example, in our hackathon, the separate codebase ddbiolib4
was used to interface with existing biomedical ontologies and build
entity dictionaries. ddbiolib utilities were then directly connected
to DDLite.
E XAMPLE 2. In the disease tagging example, the phrase
“prostate cancer” (Figure 1(a)) was identified as a candidate by
matching it to a user-supplied dictionary of common disease names,
using DDLite’s DictionaryMatch operator. However, error
analysis suggested that this approach was limiting recall, so the
team also tried to augment with compound noun phrases where
one of the words matched a custom word-form pattern, such as
3
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‘degen.+’. This identified additional compound phrases not in
their base dictionary, such as “macular degeneration”.

Labeling Function Iteration. The primary focus of DDLite
is the iterative development of labeling functions. A labeling function is written as a simple Python function, which takes as input
a candidate entity or relationship mention, along with relevant local context. This includes the annotations from preprocessing for
the sentence the mention occurs in. Labeling functions can depend
on external libraries—such as ddbiolib in our hackathon—and thus
represent an extremely flexible means of encoding domain knowledge. Labeling functions can either abstain from labeling (by emitting a 0) or label the candidate as positive or negative case of an
actual entity or relation mention (by emitting a -1 or 1, respectively).
E XAMPLE 3. Figure 1(b) shows two labeling functions written
by the disease tagging team:
LF_noun_phrases and
LF_cancer. The first marks the candidate as positive if “cancer” is the word lemmas composing the mention, and the second
marks it as positive if the mention is a noun phrase with at least
two tokens.
In order to evaluate and debug labeling functions during development, and to help generate ideas for new ones, users iteratively
hand-label some subset of the data within the DDLite framework
(Fig. 1(a)). We refer to the aggregate of all such hand-labels generated by the user during labeling function development as the development set. To prevent bias, we do not use this set for any endsystem evaluation. We also assume that the quantity of labeled data
in the development set is far less than what would be needed for a
traditional supervised learning scenario.
Several key metrics are then computed to characterize the performance of labeling functions. Figure 1(c) shows DDLite plots
(illustrating the performance of the entire set) and tables (detailing
the performance of individual functions), which summarize these
key metrics:
• Coverage is the fraction of candidates which were labeled, either
by any labeling function or by a specific labeling function.
• Empirical accuracy is the class-dependent accuracy of a given
labeling function with respect to the development set.
• Empirical accuracy generalization score is computed as the absolute difference between the accuracy scores of a given labeling
function applied to two different random splits of the development set.
• Conflict is the fraction of candidates that at least one labeling
function labeled as positive and another as negative. Counterintuitively, controversial candidates are actually highly useful for
learning noise-aware models in the framework of data programming [7], and can also be used for debugging the current labeling
function set.
As opposed to engineered features, labeling functions can be evaluated during development without training the full model. DDLite
is therefore able to provide on-the-spot performance feedback as
plots and tables, allowing the user to iterate more rapidly on system design and navigate the the key decision points in the data programming workflow:
• Improve coverage or accuracy? When users develop labeling
functions, they can either focus on improving coverage or accuracy. If the plots show low coverage, the user should explore unlabeled training examples and write new labeling functions based
on novel observations. If labeling functions have low accuracies,
or low accuracy generalization scores, this could be indication
that labeling functions have bugs or need to be revised.

• Develop labeling functions or run learning algorithm? When
coverage, accuracy, and conflict are sufficient, users can proceed
to learn a predictive model on the data. Scores are reported on
the blind test set, and the user can continue to iterate on labeling
functions or finalize their application.
E XAMPLE 4. The plots in Figure 1(c) reveal that the disease
team’s labeling function set has high coverage on the development
set. The sample of labeling functions detailed in the table shows a
mix of rule types, with a very high-accuracy, low-coverage labeling
function (LF_cancer) and a very high-coverage, low-accuracy
one (LF_noun_phrase). In particular, we note that although
LF_noun_phrase has a low accuracy as shown in Figure 1(c),
it has high coverage and accuracy generalization score, indicating
that it may contribute meaningfully to the model.
The most significant observation during the labeling function iteration phase at the hackathon was that users are naturally inclined
to write highly accurate rules, rather than ones with high coverage
The observed bias towards accuracy also stems from the challenges
of crafting high-coverage rules de-novo, motivating a key area of
future work.
E XAMPLE 5. The anatomy team wrote rules looking for the tokens “displacement”, “stiffness”, and “abnormality” near mentions, since these generally accompany true mentions of anatomical structures. While each of the three labeling functions had very
high accuracy, they abstained on more than 99.9% of the candidates. The anatomy team eventually wrote a rule simply checking
for nouns and adjectives in the mentions. This rule had high coverage, labeling over 400 candidates in the training set with 52.8%
accuracy.

Learning and Evaluation. Once users are satisfied with their
current labeling function set as judged by coverage, conflict, and
accuracy metrics, they fit a model to the training set and its performance is automatically evaluated on the test set. Features are generated automatically in DDLite at the candidate extraction stage.
Although the envisioned DDLite workflow is centered around labeling function development and not feature engineering, users can
fully interact with and customize the feature set if desired.
In the data programming paradigm, we first model the accuracy
of each labeling function, and then train a model on the features
using a noise-aware loss function to take into account the inaccuracies of imperfect and potentially conflicting labeling functions.
The formal guarantees that we show for this approach are outside
the scope of this paper, but details can be found in [7]. This general
data programming approach can handle more complex models that
incorporate logical relations between variables—such as Markov
logic network semantics, as in DeepDive—but for our initial version of DDLite we use a logistic regression-based model as user
feedback indicates that this is sufficient for rapid prototyping and
iteration.
The test set precision, recall, and F1 score indicate how well
the characterization of the data provided by the labeling functions
generalizes as a representation over the features. These scores also
serve as a means to discriminate between nuanced labeling function
tradeoffs. For instance, it may not be immediately obvious from the
on-the-spot feedback metrics whether a user should sacrifice some
accuracy of a particular labeling function for a coverage increase.
However, end system performance can guide subtle design decisions like these.

Hackathon Results. Our goal in this study was to evaluate the
effectiveness of the data programming and DDLite approach, and
to do this we set an extremely ambitious goal of coming close to
benchmark performance in less than a day, using no hand-labeled
training data. We emphasize that these benchmark systems used
manually labeled training sets, and took months or years to build.
Although we fell short of state-of-the-art performance, our overall
results were very encouraging with respect to this aspect of radically increasing user interaction efficiency. Table 1 summarizes
the labeling function (LF) sets produced by the hackathon teams,
where Coverage refers to to the percent of the dataset used during
the hackathon that was labeled by at least one labeling function,
and Mean accuracy refers to the mean individual labeling function
accuracy on the test set.
Table 1: Teams, Tasks, and Labeling Functions
Entity (Team) Team size # LFs Coverage
Mean
accuracy
Anatomy (1)
4
10
6.8%
75.0%
Anatomy (2)
3
14
75.5%
86.6%
Diseases (1)
1
4
100%
81.6%
Diseases (2)
2
11
95.3%
79.3%
Table 2 reports scores from a data programming logistic regression model trained using the labeling functions and automatically
generated features. Two test sets were used for reporting, composed of colleague-annotated data (User) and independent benchmark data (NCBI Dev), neither of which were viewed during development. As a rough baseline for current disease tagging performance, we use scores reported by Dogan et al. [4] computed using
BANNER, a biomedical NER tagging system.
Table 2: Disease Name Tagging Performance
Entity
Holdout
Method
P
R
(Team)
annotations
Anatomy (1)
User
DDLite
0.63 0.96
Anatomy (2)
User
DDLite
0.62 1.00
Diseases (1)
User
DDLite
0.77 0.88
Diseases (2)
User
DDLite
0.75 0.98
Diseases (1+2)
NCBI Dev
DDLite
0.78 0.62
Diseases (1+2)
NCBI Dev DDL + LSTM 0.76 0.69
Diseases
NCBI Dev
BANNER
0.82 0.82

F1
0.76
0.77
0.82
0.85
0.69
0.72
0.82

We note that the hackathon user-annotated scores for diseases
and anatomy tend to overestimate recall due to small test set sizes.
The NCBI development set, which consists of curated gold standard data adjudicated by independent annotators, is a more representative sample of mentions and provides a better assessment of
true recall.
The first anatomy team tended to write very accurate, but lowcoverage labeling functions that returned negative labels. This resulted in poor system precision. For disease tagging, the lower
recall scores in benchmark vs. user-annotated reflect current limitations in DDLite’s candidate extraction step.
We experimented with using features generated by long shortterm memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks trained using the
labeling function outputs, instead of the default text sequence-based
features in DDLite. We observed a three point F1 score boost in the
disease application.
While these initial DDLite scores fall short of the benchmark
set by manually supervised systems, they represent the collective

work of a single afternoon versus weeks or months commonly seen
in DeepDive development cycles.

Emily Mallory, and Raunaq Rewari for participating in our inaugural biohackathon.
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FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

Data programming with DDLite is a rapidly evolving methodology, responding to advances in theoretical work and feedback from
users like the biomedical hackathon participants. Currently, there
are three major areas of focus for DDLite development:
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Useful Metrics. Coverage and empirical accuracy scores provide an essential evaluation of labeling functions, and users rely
heavily on these basic metrics. However, other characterizations
can be useful for developing labeling function sets. For instance,
conflicts play a crucial role in denoising individually low accuracy
labeling functions and improving the set of accuracy estimates [7].
How best to present a depiction of conflict that leads to performanceimproving action is an open question. Writing rules to promote
conflict is unintuitive for most users, and so informative metrics
must be combined with directed development principles.

Data Exploration and Rule Suggestion. After creating and
receiving feedback for an initial set of labeling functions, candidate
exploration via random sampling is no longer an effective means
of rule discovery. Without support for guided data exploration,
the labeling function writing task can resemble feature engineering,
where the development process stagnates due to undirected effort.
Observing that writing high coverage rules de-novo was especially
challenging, we added sampling of only candidates not labeled by
any rule in DDLite. We are actively developing other smart sampling techniques for efficient, guided data exploration DDLite. For
example, exploring candidates with high conflict or low empirical
accuracy from the current set of labeling functions is useful for improving precision. We are also investigating methods for suggesting new, high coverage rules directly, including a curated library of
examples and token frequency-based clustering approaches.

Principled Management of Labeled Data. While many
domains have gold labels which can be used for external validation, in practice most problems require users to develop their own
benchmark datasets. Having independent annotators create labeled
holdout sets is another hidden bottleneck to the overall development process. Because individual DDLite users are actively annotating during development, there is clearly value in enabling multiple users to exchange their labeled data. To address bias concerns,
i.e., users writing labeling functions that are evaluated against their
own annotations, we are implementing a more principled way of
managing labeled data. We can maintain a record of annotation
provenance such that the evaluation metrics for labeling functions
are strictly computed from labeled candidates that are disjoint from
their own annotations. There is also a need for a well defined protocol when working in a collaborative environment, since labeling
function sharing may cause overfitting or biased performance evaluations.
Given the rise of automated feature extractors, we argued that human-in-the-loop training set development plays an important role in
creating information extraction systems. We described the DDLite
framework, reported on its initial use by 10 biomedical researchers,
and identified key areas of future work from direct user feedback.
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APPENDIX
A.

LEARNING PROCEDURES FOR DATA
PROGRAMMING

We assume that mention and true class label pairs (x, y) ∈ X ×
{−1, 1} are distributed according to π. Given the feature mapping
f : X → Rd , our objective is to learn a set of linear weights
w ∈ Rd over the features to minimize the logistic loss with respect
to the true class label:
h
i
l(w) = E(x,y)∼π log(1 + exp(−wT f (x)y)) .
We denote the set of m user-specified labeling functions as λ :
X → {−1, 0, 1}m and their instantiation over the training data
S ⊂ X as Λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m . To provide an overview of learning in
the data programming paradigm, we consider the case where we assume that the labeling functions label each example independently,
given the true class label. The generative framework is flexible, and
allows dependency modeling between the labeling functions with
only minor modification.
Each labeling function λi is assumed to have probability βi of
labeling any given example, and probability αi of labeling an example correctly given that it does indeed label it. Assuming for
simplicity that the classes are balanced, the model distribution is
given by
µα,β (Λ, Y ) =

m
1Y
βi αi 1{Λi =Y } + βi (1 − αi )1{Λi =−Y }
2 i=1

+(1 − βi )1{Λi =0} .

We then solve a maximum likelihood estimation problem to learn
m
parameter estimates α̂ for α = {αi }m
i=1 , and β̂ for β = {βi }i=1 :
X
(α̂, β̂) = arg max
log P(Λ,Y )∼µα,β (Λ = λ(x)).
α,β

x∈S

Note that this estimation does not depend on the feature set f .
DDLite uses stochastic gradient descent and Gibbs sampling to
solve this problem. Given the estimates α̂ and β̂, we use these
to learn the weights w over the features. We pose the following
regularized logistic regression problem in which we minimize the
noise-aware empirical risk:
1 X
lΛ (w) + ρR(w),
ŵ = arg min Lα̂,β̂ (w; S) = arg min
|S|
w
w
x∈S
where
h
i
lΛ (w) = E(Λ,Y )∼µα̂,β̂ log(1 + exp(−wT f (x)y)|Λ = λ(x) .
DDLite supports elastic-net regularization, where
R(w) = Rγ (w) =

γ
1−γ
kwk2 +
kwk1
2
2

for any γ ∈ [0, 1]. DDLite also uses stochastic gradient descent to
solve this logistic regression problem, and the penalty parameter ρ
can be chosen automatically using a validation set. Given a constant number of labeling functions and a sufficiently large training
set, we can bound the expected parameter estimation error for α̂
and β̂ to arbitrarily small values, and the expected generalization
risk of l(ŵ) arbitrarily close to the algorithm’s generalization risk.
Further details can be found in [7].

